ROUTE 138
Throughout the Master Plan update process, residents and the business community consistently highlighted three areas of
town: Downtown, Canton Junction, and Route 138. These areas became the focus of many conversations at public meetings
or directed comments of online surveys. Issues and needs overlapped within the geographic areas, which made it easier to
talk about them comprehensively in the Master Plan.
Route 138 will be transformed into a revitalized destination with expanded businesses, shopping, entertainment, and
residences while increasing safety and access for all modes of transportation.
ROUTE 138 runs from Milton in the north all the way through Fall River to the Rhode Island border to the south. In each of
the eight municipalities through which it runs, including Canton, Route 138 is a major arterial carrying high volumes of
traffic on a regional scale. Canton has capitalized on Route 138’s popularity, allowing it to become one of the Town’s
greatest economic engines. The Route 138 focus area concentrates on the roadway from Randolph Street to the Stoughton
town line. There are opportunities for continued economic growth and supporting this growth with amenities and other
uses that make the area attractive to new businesses.

Implement the Route 138 Study

Provide Alternatives for Commuters

The Town understands the existing safety and circulation issues on the Route 138 corridor.
Many of the multimodal improvements recommended in the 2017 corridor study can be
implemented within the existing right-of-way, making them feasible options that will have a
significant impact on the safety of all users. Moving forward, the Town will:

Creating a corridor less dominated by vehicular travel depends on providing alternative
modes of travel to driving. One of Route 138’s assets is its confluence of larger employers
that may make it viable to provide transportation demand management (TDM) options for
commuters. Moving forward, the Town will:

1. Continue conversations with MassDOT and advocate for changes in the roadway
that create safer conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists. This could include the
Town paying to develop design concepts.

1. Work with business centers/employers on Route 138 to join the Neponset Valley
Transportation Management Association to provide TDM strategies for
employees. See Town-wide Connections in CONNECT.

2. Coordinate with developers on Route 138 to secure funding and/or access
permits from MassDOT as appropriate to implement multimodal
recommendations.

2. Explore opportunities for transit options from Route 138 to Canton commuter
rail stations, such as shared, privately run transportation services and shuttles or
publicly run shuttles. See Town-wide Connections in CONNECT.

3. Revise zoning bylaw to require connectivity of business sites with the
surrounding transportation network, such as new pedestrian and/or bicycle
connections. This can be modeled after the Town’s existing Land Subdivision
Rules and Regulations. See Town-Wide Connections in CONNECT as it discusses
east-west connectivity pertaining to Route 138.

3. Negotiate with developers to implement pedestrian and bicycle improvements
recommended in the 2017 corridor study to provide connectivity corridor wide
for walkers and bikers.

4. Work with property owners and MassDOT to develop and adopt access
management practices for future development that will reduce vehicle conflicts
and improve safety and traffic circulation, as seen in the figure below.

Continue Economic Development & Growth
Canton recognizes that Route 138 provides access to some of the most concentrated job
centers in the Town and that supporting the continued growth of these commercial/
industrial areas is important to the vibrancy and fiscal health of the Town. Moving forward,
the Town will:
1. Adjust zoning to encourage a mix of uses, including residences, restaurants,
retail, services, entertainment, recreation, etc., to increase market
competitiveness. This includes standalone uses as well as adding amenities to
existing office buildings.
2. Work with interested developers to create one or more transformative
development projects at strategic nodes along the corridor to introduce
amenities and create a sense of place.
3. Create a unified brand for the corridor through marketing efforts and physical
improvements, such as signage and cohesive streetscaping.
4. Encourage a shared sense of identity among the varied businesses along the
corridor by hosting business-oriented programming and social events.

What’s missing?

